Short Circuits -- How to prevent them.
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Have you ever caused a short circuit?  
The electrical power we work with in our amateur radio hobby can cause significant equipment damage and, perhaps, personal injury, burns or even death.  Thankfully we have protective devices to help such as fuses, circuit breakers and Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCI).
When I was five years old i had my first experience with an electrical short circuit.  It was around Independence Day and I was trying to create an electric light with a burned sparkler that I had formed into a loop and pushed into the outlet openings of an electrical extension cord.  I hung my creation over the porch railing, went into the house and plugged the cord into an electrical outlet.
My mother was scared by the pop of the breaker and the lights going out.  I learned a good lesson about the dangers I tampered with electrical shorts and the benefit of circuit breakers when my father came home.
Tonight I would like to describe a type of short circuit that might be unexpected.  We put a fuse in line with the power lead going to the positive terminal of the battery.  If something shorts out to the wire beyond the fuse or in the attached equipment the fuse will blow, open the circuit and prevent extra damage.  This sound like good protection, right?
Yes, but maybe not perfect.
I recently had to do the forensic analysis of a system that had many burned traces on the circuit boards, integrated circuits (IC) be vaporized and other components (resistors, capacitors and chip inductors) were charged beyond recognition, BUT none of the half dozen fuses were blow that protected I/O and power lines.  How could that be?
The answer is that the shell on a cable (USB, signal cable, etc.) had come in direct contact with the un-insulated positive terminal of the system battery prior to the fuse.  OUCH, a multi-thousand dollar disaster in just a few seconds.  The current flowed with no protection through the system ground paths in the system; as a ground trace vaporized the current went through semiconductor and other components, destroying them next.
Our radios are similar to the equipment I described above and could be damaged in a similar way.  You can protect your radio from this hazard though using these six protective measures.
1.  The power cables for mobile radios often come with two fuses, one in the black wire and one in the red wire.  A fuse in the negative power lead will prevent the damage of a ground to power short by blowing the fuse instead of the equipment.  This could easily occur if your antenna cable dropped down on the battery + terminal.
2.  Keep the fuse close to the battery terminal.  If it is too long it can short right between the battery terminals.  In a case a wire or two can be pinched together at a closure point causing a short.  Insulation can also compress through and short out to other conductive objects.
3.  Insulate, insulate, insulate!  Put a rigid plastic cover over the battery terminals.  Ensure that they are secured in place.  Use multiple layer of tape.  One good example is seen on the battery at the EOC at Timpanogos hospital; hot-melt glue is formed over both battery terminals forming a thick rigid insulation that could be removed if needed.
4.  Secure everything.  Ensure that cables are dressed and tied down so that they cannot get pinched, damaged or come in contact with an energized circuit.  Ensure that the battery is fastened down and cannot move out of place.  Ensure that all equipment is secure and will not move into a hazardous position.  Consider how much force and vibration can be expected while the equipment is being transported -- even if dropped.
5.  When servicing an electrical system always disconnect at least the negative battery terminal.  Be careful not to allow anything, including tools, from contacting the power terminals.
6.  Most important, keep your body from being a conductor in electrical circuit.  The current that can potentially flow through your body are harmful.  Ensure that it does not go through your vital organs -- from hand to hand or hand to foot going through your heart.  Remove rings and metal watchbands.  Keep one hand in your back pocket while working on a "hot" circuit with your other free hand.  Always have a buddy.
There are more things that could be listed but being aware of where current may go can protect your life, your gear and your wallet.
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